
Date: October 8, 2021

Subject: The Coming war between China and Taiwan + India + Japan

The basic facts:

 1 China considers Taiwan, as part of mainland China and not as an independent country.
 2 Taiwan considers itself to be an independent democratic country.
 3 Japan and India and Taiwan have signed a mutual alliance treaty which covers both offense and

defense.
 4 The USA has troops in Taiwan right now “training” Taiwanese soldiers.  But after the great

debacle in Afghanistan no one trusts the USA to keep with their commitments and come to the
aid of any country in a time of need or war.

 5 China has sent formal messages as follows:
 5.1 To Taiwan: Taiwan is part of China and we will invade if required to force Taiwan to

be a formal part of China.
 5.2 To India: in the mountains we will take every square centimeter of land we feel

belongs to China and if you help Taiwan we will punish you.
 5.3 To Japan: We China will wipe you off the planet and your islands will become part

of China.
 6 India has 

 6.1 Proven hypersonic cruise missile systems.
 6.2 Nuclear weapons
 6.3 Ships and Submarines
 6.4 Strong air force
 6.5 Fearless ground troops

 7 Taiwan has
 7.1 A good and well trained air force
 7.2 Ships and submarines
 7.3 Fearless ground troops

 8 Japan has
 8.1 A very well trained air force
 8.2 Navy ships
 8.3 Ultra silent submarines
 8.4 Fearless ground troops

 9 China has
 9.1 Ground troops most of whom are not well trained
 9.2 An air force with both men and machine issues as well as limited range but this is

improving slowly over time.
 9.3 Many navy ships and submarines but the ships and submarines have various issues

and the crews are just newly trained and lack the fast reactions needed in many battle type
situations.



Possible Outcomes 
based

on
currently available information

Option 1: Taiwan, Japan, and India First Strike China

 1 Japan has clearly and precisely stated that with their existing weapons they can sink the entire
Chinese navy including the submarines in less than 2 hours.

 2 India has clearly stated that it will disable China 3 Gorges dam and all major Chinese power
plants and airfields in less than 2 hours

 3 Taiwan has stated that it will fiercely defend its land and rights.

 4 All three countries are fully aware of the locations of the Chinese ICBM launch sites and have a
top secret unified plan to destroy the launch sites.

 5 A first strike would leave China in a very broken state as a manufacturing country as well as a
country having war machines and the ability to make more machines rapidly.

Option 2: China First Strikes out to Taiwan and Japan and India

 1 While this option gives China the element of surprise that is a very short lived surprise because
the other countries are on hair trigger alert for the last 6 months and have very well honed their
rapid response skills.

 2 Given all the words which have been exchanged it would not be surprising to see China caught
by the surprise of ultra fast reactions by all three countries.

Option 3: USA defaults on the US Dollar and China has a financial implosion 

 1 While this is not initially a direct bullets war it will instantly become a bullets global war for the
following reasons:
 1.1 China only has a 5 day oil supply and sinking the tankers coming to deliver oil to

China would totally paralyze China and make it defenseless, so China would feel forced to
act instantly.

 1.2 About 60% of China’s internal commercial bonds are backed by US T-Bills and if
those T-Bills go to zero value that will kill 60% of the loans in China as well as tanking the
GDP of China.

 1.3 A US Dollar default would also destroy the largest customers of Chinese goods,  The
USA, the European Union and the Euro would also crash, The British pound and economy
would crash.



 1.4 Another big issue is this: In the next global war the live horror of war will land
directly into the mainland of the USA (this has not happened since the civil war)

Option 4: China overflies Taiwan with a show of force bigger than Taiwan and the alliance are
comfortable with, and the three countries respond to China

 1 In  this  situation  China  overflies  Taiwan  land  with  more  bombers  and  fighters  and  Taiwan
signals it’s alliance partners that it begins now and we will shoot down the bombers so begin
our attack now.

 2 While this situation was brought on by the arrogance of China the surprise coordinated response
of all the members of the alliance will take China by surprise and in the time it takes for China
to react many things in China will already be destroyed.


